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Abstract- -This paper addresses the development of a multidisciplinary optimization procedure 
using an efficient semi-analytical sensitivity analysis technique and multilevel decomposition for the 
design of aerospace vehicles. A semi-analytical sensitivity analysis procedure isdeveloped for aerody- 
namic design sensitivities. Accuracy and efficiency of the sensitivity analysis procedure isestablished 
through comparison of the results with those obtained using a finite difference technique. The op- 
timization problem, with the integration of aerodynamics and structures, is decomposed into two 
levels. Optimization is performed for improved aerodynamic performance at the first level and im- 
proved structural performance at the second level. Aerodynamic analysis is performed by solving 
the three-dimensional p rabolized Navier Stokes equations. A nonlinear programming technique and 
an approximate analysis procedure are used for optimization. The procedure developed is applied 
to design the wing of a high speed aircraft. Results obtained show significant improvements in the 
wing aerodynamic and structural performance when compared to a reference or baseline wing con- 
figuration. The use of the semi-analytical sensitivity technique provides ignificant computational 
savings. 
Keywords- -Opt imizat ion,  Semi-analytical, Sensitivity analysis, Multidisciplinary, Multilevel de- 
composition, Computational fluid dynamics. 
NOMENCLATURE 
co wing root chord CD drag coefficient 
g constraint functions CL lift coefficient 
pi parameter used in approximate D drag 
analysis F objective function vector 
tc wing thickness to chord ratio L lift 
tl horizontal wall thickness to chord NC number of constraints 
ratio 
NDV number of design variables 
t2 vertical wall thickness to chord 
ratio NOBJ number of objective functions 
wc spar width to chord ratio Q flow variables 
ws wing span R discretized flow equations 
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W weight ofthe aircraft 
X vector fgrid coordinates 
objective function tolerance 
¢ design variable vector 
A leading edge sweep 
a wing root stress 
SUBSCRIPTS 
all allowable value 
i ith quantity 
min minimum 
ma~x max imum 
n quantities at a new point 
ref reference 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
L lower limit 
T transpose 
U upper limit 
1, 2 level 1, 2 
* steady state solution or optimum 
solution 
1. BACKGROUND 
Analysis and design of aerospace vehicles are associated with complex multidisciplinary cou- 
plings. The development of an efficient optimization procedure for the design of aircraft must 
incorporate the interactions between disciplines uch as aerodynamics, dynamics, aerolastic sta- 
bility, structures, controls and acoustics. However, the validity of the designs obtained using 
optimization techniques depends trongly upon the accuracy of the analysis procedures used and 
it is essential to integrate sufficiently comprehensive analysis procedures within the closed-loop 
optimization. Such procedures are computationally intensive, and therefore, can be prohibitive 
within an optimization environment. For example, it is essential to use a comprehensive a ro- 
dynamic analysis procedure to solve the complex flow field associated with high speed aircraft. 
Over the past few years, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has evolved rapidly with the 
development of numerous numerical algorithms. Although accurate detailed analyses of many 
complex flow fields are now possible using supercomputers, viscous-compressible flow simulations 
of wing-body configurations can require several CPU hours per steady-state solution. Therefore, 
the use of such comprehensive analytical procedures for design optimization can be prohibitively 
expensive if a gradient-based technique is used. 
Sensitivity analysis, in which the derivative of a system performance function (e.g., the lift or 
drag of an aircraft) with respect to a design variable (e.g., a parameter controlling the wing plan- 
form) is calculated, is an essential ingredient in design optimization. A widely used technique for 
performing aerodynamic sensitivity analysis is the method of finite differences. The use of this 
method is associated with several calls to the flow analysis routine. Although this technique is
conceptually simple, the associated computational cost is prohibitive when used in an optimiza- 
tion problem involving a large number of design variables. Therefore, it is necessary to develop 
efficient echniques to calculate aerodynamic sensitivities, o that advanced CFD codes may be 
more useful as practical design tools in multidisciplinary optimization environments. 
Two popular alternatives to the finite difference technique are the direct differentiation ap- 
proach and the adjoint variable approach. These techniques are widely used in structural sensi- 
tivity calculations [1,2]. In both techniques, the actual governing equations are differentiated with 
respect o the design variables using the chain rule. The direct differentiation approach yields a 
large system of equations involving the desired sensitivities that can be solved directly. In the ad- 
joint variable approach, adjoint variables are obtained as the solution to an adjoint problem. The 
adjoint variables are then used to calculate the sensitivities. These two techniques are equivalent 
and yield identical results for the sensitivities. More recently, there has been widespread interest 
in using these techniques for calculating aerodynamic sensitivities. Carlson and Elbanna [3] have 
used the direct differentiation technique to differentiate he discretized transonic small perturba- 
tion equations and obtain aerodynamic sensitivities. Baysal et al. [4,5] have performed iscrete 
sensitivity analysis using the Euler equations. Taylor et al. [6] and Newman et al. [7] have devel- 
oped a semi-analytical sensitivity analysis procedure for the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations 
using an incremental strategy. Jameson et al. [8] have proposed acontinuous sensitivity approach 
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using the adjoint variable method to calculate aerodynamic sensitivities. In the continuous en- 
sitivity approach, the governing equations are differentiated prior to their discretization. The 
sensitivities are calculated using a numerical algorithm similar to the one used for obtaining the 
flow solution. Therefore, the continuous ensitivity approach needs to be modified, depending 
upon the governing equations that are differentiated. In the discrete sensitivity approach, the 
discretized governing algebraic equations are differentiated. Although there is a need for solving 
a large system of equations, this procedure can easily be adapted to different analysis procedures. 
The necessity of multidisciplinary coupling in successful design optimization has been recog- 
nized. Recently, attempts have been made in coupling two or more of these disciplines, [9-13] 
in which optimization was performed by addressing all the design criteria in a single level. This 
"all-at-once" optimization procedure, in which all the disciplines are coupled inside a single loop 
and optimization is performed based on criteria involving every discipline, can be inefficient and 
time consuming. Decomposition techniques are often used to simplify such complex optimization 
problems into a number of sub-problems. Multilevel decomposition techniques have been applied 
to problems based on a single discipline [14-19] in structural applications. Recently, attempts 
have been made to use these techniques for multidisciplinary optimization of rotary wing aircraft. 
Adelman et al. [20] developed a two-level procedure for performing integrated aerodynamic, dy- 
namic and structural optimization of rotor blades, based on the multilevel optimization strategy 
described in [17]. Chattopadhyay et al. [21] developed a three-level procedure for optimization 
of helicopter otor blades with the integration of aerodynamics, dynamics, aeroelastic stability, 
and structures. In a multidisciplinary design problem, the number of levels in a multilevel de- 
composition procedure typically depends upon the number of disciplines involved. Individual 
optimization is performed at each level using analysis procedures pertaining to that level. Opti- 
mal sensitivity parameters are exchanged between the levels to provide the necessary coupling. 
An optimal design is obtained when each individual evel is converged and overall convergence is 
achieved. Therefore, the speed of obtaining a fully converged result depends upon the strength 
of coupling between the various levels. 
The objective of the present research is to develop an efficient multidisciplinary design optimiza- 
tion procedure which addresses the aerodynamic and structural design requirements ofaerospace 
vehicles by using comprehensive analysis procedures and efficient sensitivity analysis technique. 
A semi-analytical sensitivity analysis technique, based on the direct differentiation approach, is 
developed to calculate the aerodynamic design sensitivities. The results from this technique are 
compared with those obtained using finite difference to establish its accuracy and efficiency. The 
technique is applied to the wing design of high speed aircraft. The procedure offers significant 
cost savings over the finite difference technique and allows for the use of comprehensive CFD 
codes within the closed-loop optimization. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION US ING 
MULT ILEVEL  DECOMPOSIT ION 
This section describes the multilevel decomposition technique and the formulation of the air- 
craft design problem using this technique. The multilevel decomposition procedure is illustrated 
through a two-level formulation. Each level is a multiobjective optimization problem character- 
ized by a vector of objective functions, constraints and design variables. During optimization at 
a particular level, it is essential to maintain the objective functions and design variables of lower 
levels close to their optimum values. Therefore, constraints are imposed on the perturbations to
the lower level objective functions and design variables to prevent significant changes. These pa- 
rameters are called optimal sensitivity derivatives, and they establish the necessary link between 
the various levels of optimization. The multilevel decomposition procedure is outlined below. 
29:7-E 
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LEVEL 1. 
Minimize F~ (¢1) 
subject o g~(¢1) < 0 
NDV ~ OF  2 .  
i=1 
< < 
i=1 
i = 1 , . . . ,NOBJ  1 
k = 1 , . . . ,NC 1 
j = 1 , . . . ,NOBJ  2 
i = 1 , . . . ,NDV 1 
j = 1 , . . . ,NDV 2 
where F 1 and F 2 are the objective function vectors at levels 1 and 2 respectively, gl and g2 
are the corresponding constraint vectors and ¢1 and ¢2 are the corresponding design variable 
vectors. The quantity e2j is a tolerance on the change in the jth objective of level 2 during 
optimization at level 1. Superscripts L and U represent lower and upper bounds respectively, 
and superscript * represents optimum values obtained at level 2. Finally, the quantities, 
and ~ are the optimal sensitivity parameters of level 2 objective function and design variable 
vectors, respectively, with respect o the level 1 design variables. 
LEVEL 2. 
Minimize F~(¢ 1., ¢2) 
2 1. 2 subject ogk(¢ ,¢ )<-0  
< ¢7 < 
i = 1 . . .NOBJ  2 
k = 1 . . .  NC 2 
i = 1 . . .  NDV 2 
where ¢1. is the optimum design variable vector from level 1. This vector is kept fixed during 
optimization at level 2. The optimization procedure cycles through the two levels before global 
convergence is achieved. A "cycle" is defined as one complete sweep through the two levels of 
optimization. Optimization at an individual evel also requires everal "iterations" before local 
convergence is achieved. Cycling between the two levels is necessary to account for the coupling 
between the objective functions, constraints, and design variables pertaining to the levels. 
The proposed ecomposition ofa wing-body optimization problem is described next. Since, in 
a typical aircraft design, the aerodynamic performance criteria primarily govern the planform of 
the wing, a hierarchical decomposition scheme is proposed in which the aircraft wing is optimized 
for improved aerodynamic performance at level 1 and improved structural performance at level 2. 
In level 1, the drag coefficient of the aircraft, CD, is the objective function which is minimized. 
Design variables, at this level, include the wing root chord, co, the leading edge sweep, ),, the wing 
thickness to chord ratio, tc, and the wing span, w8 (Figure 1). A constraint is imposed on the value 
of the lift coefficient (CL >_ CLm,,) to maintain the lift characteristics of the optimum wing above 
a minimum level. The value of CLmin is chosen to be a certain percentage higher than the CL 
of the reference wing. A constraint is also imposed on the level 2 objective function, the aircraft 
weight, W, (i.e., W < Wref where Wref represents optimum weight as obtained from level 2) to 
ensure that improvement in aerodynamic performance does not incorporate weight penalty. It is 
to be noted that this is the coupling constraint illustrated in the two-level formulation with e21 
set to zero. 
At level 2, the objective is to improve the structural performance of the aircraft without 
affecting its aerodynamic behavior. The aircraft weight is the objective function to be minimized. 
Constraints are imposed on stresses at the wing root section to ensure safe structural performance 
(a < aall). Initially, to simplify the structural analysis, the load carrying structural member in 
¢ 
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Figure 1. Airplane planform variables. 
Wing Spar (Box Beam) 
Figure 2. Wing cross-section and wing spar (box beam). 
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the wing is modeled as a single celled, isotropic box beam (Figure 2). The beam width to chord 
ratio, we, the horizontal wall thickness to chord ratio, tl, and the vertical wall thickness to chord 
ratio, t2, are used as design variables. 
3.  ANALYS IS  
The parabolized Navier-Stokes equations (PNS equations) have been used for the evaluation 
of three-dimensional, supersonic, viscous flow fields. The PNS equations are obtained from the 
full Navier-Stokes equations based on the following assumptions: 
(a) steady state, 
(b) the streamwise viscous gradients are neglected, and 
(c) the streamwise pressure gradient in the subsonic portion of the viscous flow near the body 
surface is approximated. 
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The inviscid region of the flow field must be supersonic and the streamwise velocity component 
must be positive everywhere. Thus, streamwise flow separation is not allowed but crossflow 
separation is allowed. Efficiency in computational time and memory requirements i  achieved 
because the equations can be solved using a space-marching technique. The computational pro- 
cedure used in this study, as implemented in the code, UPS3D [22], integrates the PNS equations 
using an implicit, approximately factored, finite-volume algorithm where the crossflow inviscid 
fluxes axe evaluated by Roe's flux-difference splitting scheme [23]. The UPS3D code also has the 
capability to calculate the inviscid flow field by solving the PNS equations without the viscous 
terms. The upwind algorithm is used to improve the resolution of the shock waves over that 
obtained with the conventional central differencing schemes. A hyperbolic omputational grid 
is used with 75 grid points along the circumferential direction, 40 grid points along the normal 
direction, and 31 grid points along the longitudinal direction. Figure 3 presents the surface grid 
for the wing body configuration. Further refinement of the grid does not change the flow solution 
significantly. 
Figure 3. Surface grid of the wing-body configuration. 
The aircraft wing structural analysis is performed using an inhouse code. The code is capable 
of analyzing multicelled box beams of arbitrary cross-section and tapered planform. The wing 
section is represented by a diamond airfoil (Figure 2). The principal oad carrying member in 
the wing is modeled by an isotropic box beam with a rectangular cross-section and unequal wall 
thicknesses. The wall thicknesses are represented as fractions of local chord (c) as shown in 
Figure 2. The wing weight (W) is calculated as the sum of the weight of the box beam (Wbox) 
and the weight of the skin (Wskin). The stresses (a) are calculated using thin wall theory. 
4. OPT IMIZAT ION AND SENSIT IV ITY  ANALYS IS  
A gradient based optimization technique based on the method of feasible directions [24] has 
been used to solve the optimization problems at levels 1 and 2. Structural sensitivity analysis 
is performed using exact analytical expressions. Aerodynamic sensitivity analysis is performed 
through direct differentiation of the discretized governing differential equations, which is briefly 
described below. 
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In general, an aerodynamic performance coefficient, Cj, depends on the steady-state flow vari- 
ables, Q*, the vector of computational grid coordinates, X, and, sometimes, explicitly on the 
vector of independent design variables, ¢. Mathematically, 
Cj = Cj (Q*(¢),x(¢),¢). (1) 
The derivative of Cj with respect o the ith design variable, ¢~, is given by, 
(2) 
f o_~e. 1 f o_~e. 1 { o_~c. 1 In Equation 2, the terms I, oQ. j ,  [ ox j and o~ j are easily calculated by knowing the explicit 
ox } grid sensitivity vector, can dependence of Cj on Q*, X and ¢i. The term b-j7 , called the be 
calculated using any of the methods described in [25] and [26], or by using the finite difference 
technique. In this paper, the finite difference technique has been used to evaluate the grid 
sensitivity vector. The term , which represents the sensitivity of the steady state flow 
variables with respect o the ith design variable, is calculated using the direct differentiation 
technique described next. 
The discretized PNS equations which model the flow can be written as 
(R(Q*(¢), X(¢), ¢)} = {0}. (3) 
Equation 3, differentiated with respect o ¢i, yields 
f oR  0Q. oR T 
 }=too*j }{ox ÷ {2} -- (0,. (4) 
Equation 4 represents a set of linear algebraic equations which can be solved easily to obtain 
o__q:} It is to be noted that the terms in Equation 4, {b~. } oR {on~ ¢, • remaining , {b-~} and . .b~7¢~ 
are easy to calculate by knowing the explicit dependence of {R} on Q*, X and ¢i. Thus, all 
quantities in Equation 2 are calculated to yield the aerodynamic sensitivities, I. )"~d¢, }" The above 
technique is described in greater detail in [27]. 
Since the optimization process requires everal evaluations of the objective function and the 
constraints before an optimum design is obtained, the process can be very expensive if actual 
analyses are performed for each function evaluation. The objective function and constraints at 
levels 1 and 2 are, therefore, approximated using a two-point exponential approximation [28] 
based on the design variable values from the optimizer and the sensitivities of these functions. 
The method has been found to provide good approximations in highly nonlinear constrained 
optimization problems [21]. Specifically, if a function F and its derivatives are calculated for the 
design ¢o, its value for a new design Cn is given by 
F(¢n) = F(¢o) + ~ \ \ ¢o~ ] / p-7 b~ (¢°) (5) 
i=1 
where F is the function that is being approximated, ¢o is the old design variable vector and ¢,~ 
is the new design vector. The parameter p~ is used to control the approximation. For p~ = 1, the 
approximation reduces to a first order Taylor expansion. For Pi = -1, the approximation reduces 
to a reciprocal Taylor expansion. The parameter p~ is constrained to assume values between -1  
and 1. A move limit, typically defined as the maximum fractional change of each design variable 
value, is imposed as upper and lower bounds on each design variable ¢~ to control the validity of 
the approximation. 
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5. RESULTS 
Results, based on the semi-analytical sensitivity analysis procedure and the two level optimiza- 
tion procedure, are presented in this section. The procedures developed are applied to a reference 
wing-body configuration with root chord, co -- 7.08 m, leading edge sweep, A = 66.0 degrees, wing 
span, ws = 2.96 m, and wing thickness-to-chord ratio, tc = 0.052. The cruise Mach number is 
set to 2.5 and the angle of attack is equal to 5.0 degrees. The load carrying structural member 
is modeled as an isotropic box beam made of 2014-T6 Aluminum alloy. The reference values of 
the spar width-to-chord ratio (Wc), spar horizontal wall thickness-to-chord ratio (tl), and spar 
vertical wall-thickness-to chord ratio (t2) are set equal to 0.5, 0.0015, and 0.0075 respectively. 
These values are based on the stiffnesses of a wing corresponding to a Mach 2.4 configuration. 
The sensitivities of the drag coefficient (CD) and the lift coefficient (CL), calculated using the 
direct differentiation approach as well as the finite difference technique, are presented in Tables 1 
and 2 respectively. It is seen that the results from both techniques are in good agreement. 
The computing time required to calculate the sensitivities using the finite difference technique is
approximately 3000 CPU seconds per analysis whereas the direct differentiation technique only 
requires 2100 CPU seconds per analysis as shown in Figure 4. This demonstrates the efficiency 
of this technique (30 percent reduction in CPU time for each sensitivity analysis). The reduction 
in computing time is achieved because the finite difference technique requires (NDV + 1) calls to 
the CFD code while the direct differentiation technique requires only one call for each sensitivity 
analysis. However, this reduction in CPU time is not dramatic because the direct differentiation 
technique requires the solutions of large linear systems of equations in the design sensitivities. 
Table 1. Sensitivity of the drag coefficient, CD. 
Derivative w.r.t. Finite Difference Direct Differentiation 
Sweep (A) -0.00700 -0.00756 
Root Chord (co) -0.00791 -0.00833 
Wing Span (ws) 0.78846 0.83009 
Thickness-to-chord atio (to) 0.00068 0.00071 
Table 2. Sensitivity of the lift coefficient, CL. 
Derivative w.r.t. Finite Difference Direct Differentiation 
Sweep (A) -0.05697 -0.05931 
Root Chord (co) 0.01977 0.02036 
Wing Span (ws) -0.23077 -0.24132 
Thickness-to-chord atio(to) 0.01351 0.01445 
4000 
.2 
~00 
1000 " .~ 
0 
1 2 
Figure 4. Comparison of CPU time consumed by semi-analytical nd finite difference 
techniques. 
During the level i aerodynamic optimization, the optimum results are obtained after an average 
of 5 iterations through the optimizer. During the level 2 structural optimization, the optimum 
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Figure 5. Iteration history of drag coefficient. 
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Figure 6. Iteration history of lift coefficient. 
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Figure 7. Iteration history of aircraft weight. 
results are obtained after an average of 8 iterations through the optimizer. The two-level opti- 
mization converges after 7 complete cycles. In both levels, a move limit of 2 percent is used for 
the design variables. 
The iteration histories of the drag coefficient and the lift coefficient of the aircraft during 
the level 1 aerodynamic optimization are presented in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. Significant 
improvements are observed in both the quantities. The drag coefficient decreases by 5.5 percent 
and the lift coefficient increases by 5.43 percent. It is to be noted that the drag and the lift 
coefficients are calculated based on a unit reference area and not based on the wing planform area. 
The lift coefficient is maintained at its improved value throughout the optimization procedure 
because, the lift coefficient constraint, imposed during the aerodynamic optimization, remains 
an active constraint. The optimizer, based on the method of feasible directions, remains on this 
constraint boundary, as it improves the objective function value. The constraint imposed on 
the aircraft weight, at level 1, is well satisfied during the level 1 optimization. The value of 621 
is chosen to be zero which indicates that the aircraft weight, during the level 1 aerodynamic 
optimization, is constrained to be lesser than or equal to its optimum value from the structural 
optimization. Table 3 compares the reference and the optimum values of the aerodynamic design 
variables used in the aerodynamic optimization. The root chord is increased significantly from its 
reference value (8.76 percent), whereas the wing thickness-to-chord ratio is decreased significantly 
(40.29 percent). The wing span and the leading edge sweep are maintained close to their reference 
values (2.94 percent and 1.01 percent respectively). The reduction in the wing thickness-to-chord 
ratio decreases the form drag of the diamond airfoil section. The optimization is driven by this 
reduction in drag. The increase in the wing planform area, caused by the increase in the root 
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Table 3. Aerodynamic design variables. 
Design variable Reference Optimum 
Sweep (A) 66.00 deg. 65.33 deg. 
Root Chord (co) 7.08 m 7.70 m 
Wing Span (w~) 2.96 m 3.047 m 
Thickness-to-chord ratio (tc) 0 .05200 0.03105 
Table 4. Structural design variables. 
Design variable Reference Optimum 
Spar width-to-chord ratio (wc) 0.5 0.2 
Horizontal wall thickness-to-chord ratio (tl) 0.0015 0.0006 
Vertical wall thickness-to-chord ratio (t2) 0.0075 0.00261 
chord and the wing span, helps improve the lift of the aircraft in spite of the decrease in the wing 
thickness-to-chord ratio. 
The iteration history of the aircraft weight is presented in Figure 7. Considerable reduction 
(18.13 percent) in the aircraft weight is observed from the reference to the optimum. The shear 
and the normal stresses at the blade root remain well within the allowable limits of the chosen 
Aluminum alloy. Table 4 compares the reference and optimum values of the structural design 
variables used in the structural optimization. The optimum spar width to chord ratio, horizon- 
tal and vertical wall thickness to chord ratios decrease significantly from their reference values 
(60 percent, 60 percent and 65.2 percent respectively). As mentioned above, the optimum con- 
figuration has an increased planform area compared to the reference configuration. It must be 
noted that the optimum weight is still lower than the reference due to the significant reduction 
in the wall thicknesses. 
Figure 8. Surface pressure contours for reference and optimum configurations. 
It is important to ensure that the optimization procedure does not deteriorate the flow behavior 
past the wing-body configuration and the solution does not have any abnormalities. Figure 8 
presents the surface pressure contours for the reference and the optimum configurations. It 
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Figure 9. Leading edge shock shapes for reference and optimum configurations. 
is clear from these contour plots that the flow solutions for the reference and the optimum 
configurations show similar trends and do not have abnormalities. Further, if the leading bow 
shock interferes with the wing, it causes ignificant deterioration i the aerodynamic performance. 
Figure 9 presents the bow shocks for the reference and the optimum wing-body configurations. As 
shown, the bow shocks do not interfere the wing in either case, ascertaining that the optimization 
procedure yields configurations with normal flow behavior. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An efficient, semi-analytical sensitivity analysis technique, based on the direct-differentiation 
approach, and a multidisciplinary, multilevel based optimization procedure have been developed. 
The aircraft aerodynamic and structural design requirements have been coupled within a two-level 
optimization procedure. The following observations are made. 
1. The direct differentiation technique developed offers significant cost reduction over the 
finite difference technique (30 percent per sensitivity analysis) and allows for the use of 
comprehensive analysis procedures within the closed loop optimization. 
2. The multilevel decomposition optimization procedure yields significant reduction in the 
aircraft drag and weight while improving the lift. 
3. The reduction in the aircraft drag is predominantly due to the significant reduction in 
the wing thickness-to-chord ratio. The improvement in the lift is due to the increased 
planform area caused by the increases in the wing root chord and wing span. 
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